Future observations of 21 cm emission using HI intensity mapping will enable us to probe the large scale structure of the Universe over very large survey volumes within a reasonable observation time. We demonstrate that the three-dimensional information contained in such surveys will be an extremely powerful tool in searching for features that were imprinted in the primordial power spectrum and bispectrum during inflation. Here we focus on the "resonant" and "step" inflation models, and forecast the potential of upcoming 21 cm experiments to detect these inflationary features in the observable power-and bispectrum. We find that the full scale Tianlai experiment and the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) have the potential to improve on the sensitivity of current Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) experiments by several orders of magnitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
While generic slow-roll models of cosmic inflation predict a nearly scale-invariant power spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations, there exist also many theoretically motivated implementations of the inflationary mechanism that predict features, i.e., significant local deviations from scale invariance [1] . Power spectrum features are typically accompanied by a correlated, similarly strongly scale-dependent signal in higher-order spectra (e.g., [2] [3] [4] ), which in principle allows us to discriminate between different scenarios by combining power spectrum and bispectrum information [5, 6] . However, analyses of present cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy data have not found evidence for such features in the power spectrum [7] or bispectrum [6, [8] [9] [10] with a statistical significance higher than 3σ, after accounting for the look-elsewhere effect. It is therefore worth enquiring whether other observables may be more suitable for the detection of such features.
CMB lensing aside, the temperature and polarization maps of the CMB only provide us with 2-dimensional information about cosmic perturbations. This not only imposes a fundamental limit to how precisely we can predict the angular power spectra (i.e., cosmic variance), but also obscures features through the necessary geometrical projection effect. The large scale structure (LSS) of the Universe, on the other hand, is accessible to tomographic measurements, which retain the 3-dimensional information of the perturbations. For a sufficiently large survey volume, cosmic variance can be pushed beyond the CMB limit. Constraints on features models have previously been discussed in the context of using the galaxy power spectrum [11] [12] [13] .
Here we investigate the potential of detecting inflationary features in primordial density perturbations using sky surveys with the redshifted 21 cm emission from neutral hydrogen (HI), especially the 21cm intensity mapping observations. In the intensity mapping mode of observation, individual galaxies or clusters are not resolved, only the total 21cm intensity of large cells which contains many galaxies are measured [14] . What the intensity mapping survey loses in angular resolution it makes up for in survey speed, allowing us to potentially cover unprecedented survey volumes, and it has been shown to have exquisite sensitivity to various cosmological parameters [15, 16] . A number of 21cm intensity mapping projects have been proposed, such as the single dish array feed BINGO (BAO from Integrated Neutral Gas Observations) project [17] , and the cylinder arrays CHIME (Canadian Hydrogen Mapping Experiment) [18] and Tianlai (Chinese for "heavenly sound") projects [19] . Intensity mapping survey is also being considered for the upcoming Square Kilometer Array (SKA) phase one midfrequency dish array (SKA1-MID) [20] . Below we shall study the full scale Tianlai array and the SKA1-MID cases. We investigate two observables: the 21 cm power spectrum and bispectrum respectively, and focus on two models with oscillatory features: the resonant model and the step model.
II. THE RESONANT AND STEP MODELS
Representative for cases with features extending over the entire range of observable scales, we consider the resonant model [21] . The resonant model may be realized in many different contexts including the axion monodromy scenario [22] , where the inflaton field is modulated by a sinusoidal oscillation of frequency ω. The power spectrum is given by [23] 
where f res describes the amplitude of the resonant non-Gaussianity, k p is the pivot scale which we fix to k p = 0.02 Mpc −1 , and C ω ≡ ω/H I is the resonance "frequency", H I is the Hubble parameter during inflation. For axion monodromy inflation, the observed amplitude of the power spectrum imposes a limit of f res 10 −3 C 5/2 ω [24, 25] . The corresponding bispectrum reads [11, 23] 
where
, and ∆ Φ is the amplitude of primordial scalar power spectrum evaluated at k p . Local features that affect only a relatively narrow krange in the power spectrum and bispectrum can be generated, e.g., in models with brief rapid changes in the effective sound speed [26] [27] [28] , or in models with a sudden step in the inflaton potential (step model) [2, 21, 29] , and some other cases [30] [31] [32] [33] . In the latter case, the power spectrum can be approximated analytically by [4, 34] ln
Here ǫ step ≪ 1 is the height of the step in potential, β ≫ 1 is the sharpness of the step, and τ f is the conformal time at which the step occurs. Larger values of β imply a sharper step and thus a more extended shape of the feature envelope, making the signal easier to detect. In either case, such features could be searched by measuring the power spectrum or bispectrum over a range of k. On large scales, the HI intensity traces the total matter density. As is usually done in such forecast, here we assume that the foreground can be removed, so that the measurement error on the 21 cm signal is determined simply by the system temperature, integration time, and the array configuration of the radio telescope. In redshift space, the power spectrum is smeared by the peculiar velocity, which we model as
is the bias factor of HI, f (z) is the linear growth rate, µ ≡ k /k is the cosine of angle with respect to the line of sight, and P m (k; z) is the matter power spectrum at redshift z. The non-linear dispersion scale, characterizing the "Finger of God" effect on small scales, is taken as σ r = 7 Mpc [15, 36] .
III. FORECASTS
We use the Fisher information matrix to forecast the expected measurement uncertainties. We take the 21cm power spectrum and bispectrum as our observables, and forecast the error in the measurement of amplitude parameters for the feature models, such as f res and ǫ step , while keeping other parameters of the feature model, e.g. C ω , β or τ f fixed in the forecast. The likelihood is Gaussian,
where ∆ is the difference between data and prediction, n is the number of data, and C is the covariance matrix.
Note that if we take f res = 0 or ǫ step = 0 as the null hypothesis, the likelihood ratio used by a testing of the hypothesis of the presence of features in the data is given exactly by the same expression, so the parameter forecast is equivalent to hypothesis testing. We shall also take the remaining cosmological parameters as fixed since they are uncorrelated with the feature parameters, and adopt the Planck-2015 model [37] as our fiducial cosmology model. The Fisher matrix of the set of parameters of interest is then given by
]. In the forecast with power spectrum data, we found only a negligible difference when considering non-linear corrections. For the bispectrum, the non-linear corrections is already comparable to the amplitude of the primordial f eq. NL ∼ 1 term on relatively large scales [38] . However, only the mode-coupling part of the non-linear corrections should be expected to have an impact on our ability to detect features, the non-mode-coupling corrections merely generate broad distortions but not oscillating features. The non-mode-coupling contribution is important if one is looking for physical effects that also predict a broad distortion, such as a non-zero neutrino mass, but much less relevant when it comes to looking for oscillatory features as we do in this paper. Neglecting them would bias the mean of the oscillation, but not affect much on the signal strength, so they do not greatly change the result of forecast. We will investigate the non-linear correction on the bispectrum in a subsequent study, here we use the tree-level bispectrum for the forecast.
The Fisher matrix F obs αβ for the power spectrum and bispectrum is given in Ref. [16] ; here we reproduce the bispectrum case. In terms of the reduced bispectrum
where the three sums are over all combinations of k 1 , k 2 and k 3 that form triangles, with k
where ∆B 
Here, P tot (k) = P s (k) + P n (k), P s (k) and P n (k) are the signal and noise power spectrum respectively, and
with ∆k i = k f , and s 123 = 6, 2, 1 for equilateral, isosceles and general triangles, respectively.
The range of oscillatory "frequencies" that can be resolved by the power spectrum features is limited by the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem. On large scales (small k), the cutoff k min and the resolution of k measurement is determined by the volume of the respective redshift bin. Foreground removal may also reduce radial modes on larger scales. On small scales (large k), the range of k covered by the 21cm intensity mapping data is limited either by the angular resolution of the telescope θ res (with a Nyquist frequency given by k Ny = π/θ res ), or by a non-linear wavenumber cutoff, k nl , which we conservatively define by σ(k nl , z) = 0.5 in each redshift bin [41] . The radio experiments generally have sufficient frequency spectral resolution, so the radial direction is usually not a limiting factor, except for the smearing effect of the peculiar velocity, which is automatically taken into account by using the redshift space power spectrum.
The full scale Tianlai array will be a 120 m × 120 m cylinder reflector array, covering the frequency range of 400-1420 MHz. We assume a system temperature of 50 K and a sky area of about 10000 square degrees, with a total integration time of 1 year. We divide the full frequency range into 8 bins of equal width. The corresponding noise power spectrum was given in Ref. [16] . The wavenumber range varies from about 0.025 − 0.11 h Mpc −1 at low redshifts, to 0.001 − 0.16 h Mpc −1 at high redshifts. The SKA1-mid includes a total of N d = 197 dishes. For simplicity we assume all of these to be 15 m dishes, though in reality 64 of them are 13.5 m MeerKAT dishes. The full frequency range of 350 -1420 MHz is divided into 9 bins in our calculation. As the SKA1-MID array is designed for multiple purposes, the short baselines are relatively few. To make intensity mapping observations, it has been proposed that the array is to be used as a collection of single dishes for observation on large scales by using the auto-correlation of each antenna, while the interferometry observation (cross-correlation between different antennas) is carried out concurrently to calibrate the receiver gain as well as observing at higher angular scales [15] . The noise power spectrum of the single dish (auto-correlation) data and the interferometer (cross-correlation) can be written as
where T sys = 25 K is the system temperature, t tot = 10000 hours is the total observation time we assumed, d A is the comoving angular diameter distance, y(z) converts the observed frequency range into the radial distance, Ω FoV is the instant field of view of the dish, Ω survey = 3π is the solid angle of the survey area we assumed, and n(u) is the baseline number density on the uv-plane computed from the SKA1-MID array configuration [42] . The angular resolution of the single-dish limits the maximum k-range that this mode can probe. The interferometer observation is limited to small scales, with k min limited by the primary beam field of view, and k max limited by the non-linear scale cutoff (k Nyq ≪ k nonl ). The total probed k range is 0.0005 − 0.39 h Mpc −1 .
IV. RESULTS
The forecasted uncertainties on the amplitude of resonant non-Gaussianity, f res , are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of the resonance frequency. The results shown here are for a fiducial value of f res = 0; we also tested different fiducial values and found that the choice of fiducial f res only affects the result weakly. The 1-σ sensitivities to f res derived from the HI power spectrum data are shown as thin lines, while those from the HI bispectrum data are shown as thick lines. In each set of lines, the solid and short-dashed lines are for Tianlai and SKA1-MID respectively. The difference between the full scale Tianlai case and SKA1-MID is not large: both can make excellent measurement on the relevant redshift range and scales.
We find that σ f res increases with C ω , indicating that the test will be more sensitive to "low frequency" modulations. The dependence on C ω can be understood by looking at the actual amplitude of the modulations in the power and bispectrum: for the power spectrum, it is proportional to f res /C 2 ω , so one expects σ f res ∝ C 2 ω . The bispectrum (Eq. (2)) is dominated by the cosine term at low frequencies (C ω ≪ 10). Its amplitude scales with C −1 ω , yielding σ f res ∝ C ω , up to the point where the sine term of Eq. (2), which is independent of C ω , takes over, and the sensitivity approaches a constant value. Within the range of C ω considered by us, the HI power spectrum observations always have better sensitivity to the amplitude of resonant non-Gaussianity than the bispectrum observations. At very high "frequencies" (C ω ≫ 100), the more favourable scaling of the bispectrum's sensitivity may invert the situation, though there the k-space resolution limit applies. The bispectrum measurements could achieve σ f res 18 for Tianlai and σ f res 16 for the SKA1-MID, and the power spectrum measurements could achieve (for C ω 100) σ f res 2.5 for Tianlai and σ f res 2.8 for the SKA1-MID.
Münchmeyer et al. [43] predicted the 1-σ error on f res from CMB bispectrum measurement to be ∼ 300 − 3000 for C ω 100 (cf. Fig. 8 in Ref. [43] ). We note that even with the bispectrum measurement from 21 cm intensity mapping, the constraints on f res in the resonant model can be more than two orders of magnitude better than those of the CMB, and even stronger constraints can be obtained from the HI power spectrum data, particularly for small C ω .
The constraint on the height of the step in the inflaton potential is plotted in Fig. 2 . The left panel shows σ ǫstep as a function of sharpness β, for a given step position τ f = 1440 Mpc. For β 10, the HI bispectrum measurements could achieve σ ǫstep 14 for Tianlai, and σ ǫstep 5.0 for SKA1-MID; while the HI power spectrum measurements could achieve σ ǫstep 0.054 for Tianlai, and σ ǫstep 0.026 for SKA1-MID. Since sharper features are accompanied by a more extended envelope, the sensitivity increases with larger β. However, we note that the theory is strongly coupled for β > 170 [44] . The right panel shows the σ ǫstep as a function of τ f , for β = 20. Since τ f determines the position of the feature in the spectra, the shape of the curves simply reflects the fact that the data will be most sensitive around k 0.1 Mpc
for the power spectrum and around k 0.05 Mpc −1 for the bispectrum. In the step model the HI power spectrum measurement will be sensitive to sub-percent modulations, and for sufficiently sharp steps, this is also true for the bispectrum. Similar to the resonant model, the sensitivity of the bispectrum data to ǫ step is somewhat lower than that of the power spectrum data. For a step feature with τ f ≈ 1440 Mpc the SKA1-MID would have a slight edge in sensitivity over Tianlai.
A. The effect of window function
The measurement of power spectrum is affected by the window function, which depends on the survey volume. In Fig. 1 and the right panel of Fig. 2 , we also show the predictions (plotted with a thin long-dashed line in each plot) for the HI power spectrum measurement with Tianlai when the k-space window function effect is taken into account. For the resonance model, it turns out that over the range of resonance frequencies considered here, the window function effect is not important for Tianlai, and completely negligible for SKA1-MID (not shown in the figure) . This is because the window function operates in k, not in log k. So for a logarithmic oscillation in the resonance model, the effect of the window function will be strongly scale-dependent. For the values of C ω we considered, the "surviving" part of the oscillations is always enough to dominate the signal, and there is no significant loss of sensitivity. The survey volume is large enough to guarantee a sufficiently high resolution in k-space for primordial resonant features not to get smeared out in the observed spectra. For the step model, the situation is different because the oscillations have a constant frequency in k-space. If the frequency is high enough (i.e., if τ f is large enough), the signal is going to be smeared out on the entire range of observable scales. The figure shows that this happens around τ f 1000 Mpc. The limited survey volume could severely reduce the measurement precision for step models with larger τ f .
B. The effect of foregrounds
Real observations of the large scale structure with the 21 cm intensity mapping are very challenging due to the bright Galactic and extra-galactic foregrounds, though various foreground removal and calibration techniques are being developed. In the above we assume that the foregrounds can be removed perfectly. However, the foreground removing procedures which make use of the spectral smoothness of the foreground radiation would generally unable to recover some Fourier modes with small radial wave numbers [14] , and contamination from the chromatic instrument response would result in a "foreground wedge" in k-space [45] [46] [47] . Here we investigate the effect of foregrounds contamination in an approximated way.
For cylinder array such as Tianlai and CHIME, only modes with k 0.01 (0.03) h Mpc −1 could be used at z = 1.2 (z = 2) [14] . To test the effect of losing the small wavenumber modes, we calculate the constraints with a simple cutoff at k min = 0.01 h Mpc −1 for the whole redshift range probed as a pessimistic estimate. The results for the HI power spectrum measurements are plotted with blue lines in Fig. 3 , and the fiducial constraints without foreground contamination are plotted with black lines for comparison. We find that for the resonance model, the blue lines overlap the black lines, indicating that losing the small wavenumber modes has almost no impact on the measurement precision. As for the step model, on the other hand, losing the small wavenumber modes does affect the small β and large τ f ends, especially increasing the measurement error for τ f 2000 Mpc.
The effect of the "foreground wedge" can be modeled roughly as losing a fraction of µ min of the Fourier modes in the Fisher forecast formalism [48] . Now µ min is deter-mined by the edge of the wedge, i.e.
(10) Here k and k ⊥ are the line-of-sight and transverse wavenumber respectively, and H(z) is the Hubble parameter. To test the effect of losing information in the foreground wedge, we further retain a fraction of (1 − µ min ) of the Fourier modes in the Fisher matrix, and plot the resultant constraints with the red lines in Fig. 3 . We find that the effect of the "foreground wedge" is obvious but not significant for both the resonant and step models, so we conclude that even in the presence of foreground contamination, the 21 cm intensity mapping observations of the LSS with Tianlai and SKA1-MID could still put tight constraints on the feature models.
Finally, the non-linear corrections may limit the usable modes to small k. We tested this effect by computing the limits with half value of k max . For the resonance model, the constraints at different C ω are almost equally affected, and the σ(f res ) values are increased by less than a factor of two. For the step model, at small τ f the sensitivity derived from the bispectrum is reduced by a factor of a few, as the information at small scales are lost. At larger τ f the sensitivity is almost not affected. Similarly, a larger β will lead to a more extended feature with a wider envelope, therefore losing the largest k-modes will lead to greater loss of sensitivity for larger β, again up to factor of a few.
V. CONCLUSION
Very recently the potential of greatly improving constraints on oscillatory features in power spectrum with future large scale structure observations was noted in Refs. [49, 50] , which investigated the potential of Euclid and LSST galaxy power spectrum observations, and Ref. [51] , which looked at future 21 cm measurement through the dark ages. Here we show that the upcoming 21 cm intensity mapping observations of the LSS in the post-reionization Universe alone could put extremely tight constraints on the feature models. While the exact limit derived from the observation may depend on the details of the survey, such as the redshift range, sky area, system temperature and total observation time, and the precision actually achieved may be somewhat lower than the forecast due to less-than-perfect foreground removal, these surveys would still make orders-of-magnitude improvements over the two-dimensional CMB measurements. Furthermore, we also considered the bispectrum measurements, which were not previously considered for galaxy surveys, and found that it could also provide constraints better than the CMB. In addition, the sensitivity may be further improved by combining the power spectrum and bispectrum measurements.
